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SECOND SUPPLEMENTARY DECISION 

AND 

CERTIFICATION OF REPRESENTATIVES 

 

On May 17, 1949 the Employer appealed from the Board's Supplementary Decision and Direction of 

Election, to the Superior Court within and for Fairfield County, praying that it be set aside. The 

Connecticut State Labor Relations Act does not provide for such an appeal. Section 940h of the Act 

provides for the exclusive method of a limited review of the Board's final orders through an appeal by an 

aggrieved person. A direction of election is not such a final order. It does not direct an employer to do 

anything or refrain from doing anything. It is part of a proceeding conducted by the Board for the 

purpose of determining the wishes of the majority of the employees within an appropriate bargaining 

unit, as to their bargaining representative. In cases where an appeal is authorized said section of the Act 

specifically provides, except in appeals from an order containing a direction for back pay, that unless 

otherwise directed by the Court, commencement of an appeal proceedings shall not operate as a stay of 

the Board's order. Therefore, despite the pendency of such appeal the Agent of the Board conducted an 

election on May 19, 1949, at Bridgeport, Connecticut, pursuant to the Direction of Election issued in this 

matter. 



The result of the election was as follows: 

 

Total number of VOTES CAST ……………………………………………………………………………………….. 79 
Total number of votes IN FAVOR OF Gray Line Bus Drivers Association, Inc. ……………...…. 33 
Total number of votes IN FAVOR OF The Amalgamated Association of Street,    
Electric Railway and Motor Coach Employees of America, Division 1416 AFL …………………. 31 
Total number of votes NOT IN FAVOR of either Union ………………………………………………….. 0 
Total number of CHALLENGED ballots ……………………………………………………..…………………… 15 
 

The Union challenged the right of 14 employees to vote in the election. Of these, three employees, L. 

Gutay, R. Svetz and George Liptak, were challenged on the ground that they were closely related to three 

of the co-owners of the Employer's business; nine other employees, Clarence Brown, A. Buda, John 

Dorazio, Walter Melkonian, A. Rentz, William Steeves, Clarence Thompson, Franklin Reynolds and R. 

Young were challenged on the ground that they were part time employees; two other employees, Sam 

Cappaziello and John Simna, were challenged on the ground that they were not bus drivers and  

therefore, were without the unit designated by the Board. The Employer challenged one employee, Paul 

Carruba, on the ground that he was a part time bus driver. 

 

Each of said employees was permitted to vote a challenged ballot which was deposited in a separate 

sealed envelope provided for the purpose and upon which was marked the reason for the challenge. The 

envelopes containing the challenged ballots were then delivered to the Board, by the Agent. 

 

On May 20, 1949 the Employer withdrew the appeal it had filed in the Superior Court. 

 

On May 24, 1949 the Intervenor filed with the Board an objection to the report upon the secret ballot and 

requested it to declare the election void and set it aside, alleging that it had learned since the election was 

held that part time, employees of the Employer had participated therein and further that the Employer 

had refused and neglected to post, on its premises, a notice of the election as requested by the Agent of 

the Board resulting in a failure to have all employees eligible to vote, properly notified as to the date, time 

and place of the election. 

 

In order to determine the merits of the objection to the election and the validity of the challenges the 

Board held a hearing at the City Court Room, Bridgeport, Connecticut, on June 15, 1949. The Employer 

and the Intervenor were represented at the hearing by their attorneys, Irwin E. Friedman and Daniel E. 

Brennan, Jr., respectively. The Union was represented by its secretary, John Quill. 

 

At the opening of the hearing the Intervenor's attorney orally requested permission to withdraw its 

objections to the election and all challenges made by it at the time of the casting of the ballots. The Board 

reserved decision upon the motion and because of the small difference of votes received by the two 

contending Unions for the right to represent the employees within the unit designated, decided to take 

evidence to determine whether or not there was in fact any basis for the objection filed to the election or 

with respect to the right of any employee to participate in the election. The Intervenor's attorney did not 

participate further in the hearing. 

 



Testimony was taken by the Board from Harry M. Burns, General Manager of the Employer. His 

testimony, supported by the records of the Employer, has satisfied us that all of the challenges made at 

the time of the election were properly made and upon sound grounds and that none of the ballots should 

be counted in the final tabulation of the votes. His evidence showed that Sutay, Liptack and Svetz were 

sons of three persons who in part constitute the partnership referred to herein as the Employer. By 

virtue of such relationship they are not employees of the Employer within the terms of the Act. Section 

933h of the Act specifically provides, "employee --- shall not include any individual employed by his 

parent  ---“. As to Cappaziello and Simna the evidence clearly showed that they were not bus drivers and 

therefore, should not be allowed to participate in the election. With respect to the other employees whose 

right in each instance was challenged on the ground that they were part time employees the evidence 

showed that all of them were part time drivers, 8 of whom worked very few hours per week; the other 

two averaged less than 20 hours per week. The average work week of the full time bus drivers employed 

by the Employer was in excess of 48 hours per week. When this Board designated the unit in this case as 

consisting of all of the bus drivers employed by the Employer including the 3 or 4 drivers who drive 

occasionally on routes, it intended that only full time bus drivers should be included within the unit. The 

evidence in prior hearings did not disclose any part time bus drivers employed by the Employer. The 

insignificant number of hours worked per week by each of the 10 part time bus drivers, since the week 

ending March 4, 1949 does not warrant their right to participate in the election or to be part of the 

appropriate unit designated by this Board consisting of full time bus drivers. 

 

There was no evidence to show that any part time bus driver was permitted to cast an unchallenged 

ballot in the election, nor was any evidence offered indicating that any person eligible to vote in the 

election failed to do so because of the refusal and failure of the Employer to post an official notice of the 

election on the premises. We cannot too strongly condemn the Employer's failure to cooperate with the 

Board in determining the wishes of its employees as to their bargaining representative. Cooperation 

between employer and employee tends to bring about harmonious and peaceful labor relations. The lack 

of cooperation on the other hand will result in many preventable controversies. The Board would not 

hesitate to set aside the result of this election if the evidence showed that the employees did not receive 

sufficient notice of the election or that any were deprived of voting because of the failure of the Employer 

to post official notices. The evidence in this case shows that 79 out of 84 persons who appeared upon the 

list of employees submitted to the Agent of the Board on the day of the election appeared and 

participated in the election. Our attention has not been directed to the case of any employee who did not 

participate in the election because of lack of knowledge of the same. We are, therefore, satisfied that the 

lack of cooperation by the Employer did not affect the result of the election. 

 

In view of the foregoing the final tabulation of the ballots cast shows: 

 

Total number of VOTES CAST ……………………………………………………………………………………….. 64 
Total number of votes IN FAVOR OF Gray Line Bus Drivers Association, Inc. ……………...…. 33 
Total number of votes IN FAVOR OF The Amalgamated Association of Street,    
Electric Railway and Motor Coach Employees of America, Division 1416 AFL …………………. 31 
 

  



CERTIFICATION OF REPRESENTATIVES 

 

By virtue of and pursuant to the power vested in the Connecticut state Board of Labor Relations by 

Section 938h of the Connecticut Labor Relations Act, it is hereby 

 

CERTIFIED, that Gray Line Bus Drivers Association, Inc. has been designated and selected as the 

representative for the purposes of collective bargaining by the majority of all of the bus drivers employed 

by the Gray Line Bus Company of Bridgeport, Connecticut, including the three or four employees who 

drive occasionally on routes, excluding any partners in the business and supervisory employees, and that 

such Union is the exclusive representative of all such employees for the purposes of collective bargaining 

with respect to rates of pay, wages, hours of employment or other conditions of employment. 
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